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Let A(RG) be the representation algebra over the complex numbers C 
formed from the category J& = &(RG) of left RG-modules which are 
R-free of finite R-rank, where R is a complete discrete valuation ring. A(RG) 
is shown to be isomorphic to @ W,(RG), where the W,(RG) are subquotient 
algebras of A(RG), @ being an algebra direct sum taken over a complete set 
9 of nonconjugate p-subgroups D of G. WD(RG) is described as a direct 
sum of C-spaces, each isomorphic to the Grothendieck space A*(BL) formed 
from the category +&(B,) of BL-modules, where BL is a twisted group algebra 
over the residue field R; L runs through a complete set of inequivalent sources 
of vertex D. The projections A(RG) + W,(RG) are analyzed and calculated. 
If x E A(RG), the projection of x in W,(RG) is called the component of x 
relative to D. Particular attention is given to the case when D is normal in G. 
If V is a category with objects A and B, %‘(A, B) will denote the set of 
morphisms from A to B and we write V(A) = @(A, A). Morphisms and 
functors will be “written on the right”; e.g., the composite A 2 B -% C 
is written $3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Extensions of the CoejSe-nt Ring 
Let G be a finite group and R a complete local domain with quotient field 
K, maximal ideal P, and residue field R = RIP of characteristic p > 0. 
As in Section 6 of Swan [14j, an indecomposable M in .d(RG) has a local 
ring of endomorphisms d(RG) (IM). Thus the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds 
and so the representation algebra A(RG) over C can be formed from the 
isomorphism clases {M} with M in &(RG). We shall require a background 
coefficient domain R, which is an extension of R with R, algebraically 
closed. The theory of such extensions is well worked out in the case of 
valuations and so we shall restrict our attention to this case, although direct 
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use of Zorn’s lemma (already tacitly used in the extensions of valuations) 
would enable further generality. 
Let K, be a complete field with respect to a discrete valuation v0 (R,, , PO , 
R,, I- RJP,). We can take K, to be the algebraic closure of K,, and extend v0 
to a valuation of Y, of K, (Bourbaki [Z], Sec. 3, No. 3, Prop. 5). Or again 
we can keep the valuation discrete (with the same value group) by taking 
a maximal unramified extension R, of R,, . In both cases R, is not (in general) 
complete, but R, is algebraically closed. Thus we take K, to be any field 
with a valuation V, , which is an aZgebraic extension of K,, , with v, extending 
vo 3 and with R, algebraically closed. All rings R considered will come from 
K with K. < K < K, and with the valuation v induced by v, . K, will not 
necessarily be a splitting field for K,G. 
(1.11) PROPOSITION. (a) If M E &(RG) and is indecomposable, then 
d(RG) (M) is local, the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in JQRG), and A(RG) 
is defined. 
(b) If Ra is an extension of R, then there exists a natural additive extension 
jimtor E,( = E-,) : &?(RG) + d(R,G), given by ME, = R, OR M. E, 
rejects isomorphisms (i.e., ME, w M’E, implies M = M’) and induces an 
embedding E, : A(RG) -+ A(R,G). 
Proof. (a) We show that the nonunits in &(RG) (M) form its radical. 
Say 0, p and I/J E&(RG) (M) and 0 is a nonunit; we show that (1 - (p&j-r 
exists. 
Take a basis of M over R and let K, be the finite extension of K, generated 
by the coefficients in the matrices corresponding to 0, sp, #I, and g in G. Thus 
we construct My in .&(RyG) with M M M,,Ey- = R BRy M,, . As M is 
indecomposable, so is M, . However, R,, is complete ([ZJ], Chap. II, Sec. 2, 
Prop. 3; [I], Sec. 3, No. 5, Theorem 2, Corollary 2) and so A(R,,G) (M,) is 
local. (1 - @$)-I can be calculated in this last ring and so it exists in 
&(RG) (M). (We say 0, p, # and M can be written in R,,.) 
(b) Say ME, M WE,. Construct a finite extension K,, of K. in 
which M and M’ can be written; thus M F=Z M,.Ey- and M’ M Mpy- . It is 
sufficient to show that M,, M MG . We have that M,,J& M MpF. Take a 
finite extension K, of K, in which this last isomorphism can be written; thus 
M$?* M M;E,, . But R, , regarded as a R,,-module, is free of finite rank n 
([13], 111, as above) and so M,E,,@ , regarded as a R,G-module, is isomorphic 
to the direct sum of n copies of M, . Hence M, M MG . 
The functor E, : &(RG) -+ ./I(R,G) embeds everything in the back- 
ground category .JR,G) and, in particular, embeds A(RG) in A(R,G). 
How large R must be will be specified at each point. R = R, is only required 
when working globally, encountering more than a finite number of different 
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indecomposable module classes. For any particular element of A(RG) or for a 
given module, a finite extension R, of R, suffices and here R, is complete. 
Note that M in &(RG) is absolutely indecomposable iff &(RG) (M)/radical 
(&(RG) (M)) SW 8. Wh en it is clear which coefficient ring R is in question 
we abbreviate &‘(RG) to JZo . 
1.2 The Projective Ideal A(,)(RG) 
At,,(RG) is the ideal of A(RG) spanned by the indecomposable projective 
RG-module classes and it is well known to be a direct summand of A(RG). 
The following proof is presented in full as it illustrates, relative to the trivial 
R( I)-module as source, what will be done more generally relative to an 
arbitrary source L. Further, part of the analysis is used later and the result 
itself is the starting point for the inductive proof of 3.21. 
Write F : d(RG) ---f A!(RG) (F = FGL , I, = trivial R(l)-module, in the 
later notation), sending M H a OR M = i@ = M/PM. F induces a C-alge- 
bra homomorphism F : A(RG) -+ A(aG). Further, it gives an isomorphism 
preserving correspondence between projective RG-modules and projective 
RG-modules and its restriction 
F : AdRG) + A,,,(=) (1.21) 
is a C-algebra isomorphism. If R, is an extension of R, then ME2 M MFE, 
for M in &!(RG), or on A(RG) we have E,F = FE,. We say that F behaves 
well with respect o extension. 
Write A(l)(RG) for the ideal of A(RG) spanned by elements of the form 
{X} - {xl} - {X”}, where there exists an exact sequence of RG-modules: 
0 -+ X’ + X + X” + 0. Then A*(RG) = A(RG)/A(l)(RG) is the Grothen- 
dieck algebra (over C); write v (= qL) for the canonical epimorphism. 
E, : A*(f\G) -+ A*(B,G) is well-defined and pE, = EJ+J. The restriction 
of p to A(,,(RG) is given by the Cartan matrix C of RG. 
q~rn : &d&G) + A*(&G), 
given by the matrix C, , is certainly nonsingular (e.g. see [4]). More generally, 
C gives the restriction of p)m to Ac,,(RG) Em , i.e., 
v.m : A(,,(=) Em --+ A*(BG) Em , 
and so C is always nonsingular. Hence 
CJI : A(,,(RG) + A*(RG) (1.22) 
is a C-isomorphism which we call a Cartan isomorphism (given by the Cartan 
matrix. This follows the terminology of Serre [22]). 
(1.23) LEMMA. If x and y E A(RG) with x’p =yp, and u E At,,(RG), 
then ux = uy, 01, equivaleztly, A,,,(RG) - AtI) = 0. 
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Proof. The equivalence follows as ker q = A(r)(RG). A(r)(RG) is 
generated by elements s = {X} - {X’] - {X”}, where there exists an exact 
sequence 0 + x’ + X-t X” + 0. Say u = {U}, where U E .M(RG) and 
is projective. Then O+ U@X,+ U@X+ U@X”+O is an exact 
sequence of projective RG-modules and so splits, i.e. u.z = 0. 
Write Ao)(RG) = A(r)(RG)F-1 and write F* = Fq, which has kernel 
Ao)(RG). The restriction 
F* : A(,,(RG) -+ A*(RG) (1.24) 
is a C-algebra isomorphism, which we again call the Cartan isomorphism. 
Note that Efl* = F*E, for an extension R, of R. 
(1.25) COROLLARY. If xamiy E A(RG)withxF* =yF* andu E A(,,(RG), 
then IWC = uy, or, e+r&~~tZy, A(,)(RG) * AtI) = 0. (This follows as 
(1.21) is an isomorphism. Thus if two RG-modules have the same modular 
characters, their tensor products with a projective are isomorphic.) 
(1.26) PROPOSITION. A(RG) = A(,)(RG) @ A(l)(RG). 
Proof. Write x = { lc}. From (1.24) there is a unique element Jo of 
Ati) with xF* = Jg*. For u in A(,)(RG), we have u Jc = ux = u and 
so JG is an identity for the ideal At,,(RG). Hence A(,)(RG) is a direct sum- 
mand. 
Also if e, E AtI)( then V(X - JG) = erx = q as ‘u JG = 0 by (1.25). 
Thus x - JG is an identity for A(l)(RG) and an orthogonal idempotent to Jo , 
which proves (1.26). 
(1.27) PROPOSITION. If R, is un extension of R, then JcE, is the generator 
of AdRaG). 
Proof. Clearly, A(,)(RG) Ea C Ah)(R,G) and A(l)(RG) E, C (%G). Now 
11 cl = xE, = IcEa + (xE, - Jd-L) 
and, as E, is a C-algebra homomorphism, this gives the decomposition of the 
identity of A(R,G) as the sum of idempotents in the ideal direct summands 
Ac,,(R,G) and A’l)(R,G); the identification follows. 
(1.28) Write 1, = Jg for the idempotent generator of A&G). The 
Cartan matrix C has determinant p” when R is a splitting field for RG. 
Furthermore, C splits into diagonal blocks according to the two-sided ideal 
decomposition (into blocks) of RG. Thus Ic is a linear combination of pro- 
jective RG-module classes in the principal block (which is the block con- 
taining lc). To calculate Ic one only needs the diagonal block of C corres- 
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ponding to the principal block. The coefficients occurring in IG come from 
C-l and so have the form a/b, where a and b are integers with b = pd. This 
also applies when R is not a splitting field for RG by (1.27). 
(1.29) As an example, take R to be the completed 5-adics and G = C, . 
Heller and Reiner [7] have shown that there are 3 nonisomorphic indecom- 
posable R-free RG-module classes: Mr (trivial), n/r, (the augmentation 
ideal of RG of rank 4), and IIfs (regular). Then A&RG) = (ICI,), 
A”)(RG) = (M., - 4M,, MS - 5MJ. Note that if Ni E Mi , then 
=4&, NJ) = asp4 1 Nl) = 0. 
1.3 Twisted Group Algebras 
Let B be a twisted group algebra on a group T with representation group 
(covering group) F (see Sec. 53 of [A) over R. A finite extension of i? (coming 
from one of R) may be necessary to normalize B sufficiently to realize it as a 
two-sided ideal of RF. The multiplier !YJI lies in the center of p. Say 
]!UI]==+l;asin[4],(n+l,p)=l.Let 
1 =j, + *** +j, (1.31) 
be the decomposition of the identity of &II as the sum of primitive idempo- 
tents in 8rm. This induces the break-up of i?? = B, @ *.* @ B, into two- 
sided ideals B, = (RF’) ji . The Bi are the nonequivalent (R sufficiently 
large) twisted group algebras on T. We assume B,, = RT and B, = B. Every 
module M in JZ(Rrf) can be written M = MO $J -a- GM,, where 
Mi = jiM E Jl(Bi) and .M(Rp) is the product category 17Jl(Bi). Thus 
A(Rp) is the direct sum of C-representation spaces: 
We also have 
A(l?F) = A(B,) @ *** @ A(B,). 
and 
A(,,(RT) = Ad% CD 0.. 0 A&L), 
A’l)(Bp) = A’l)(B,) @ a.. @ A’l’(B,) 
= A*(B,) @ ..- @ A*(B,). 
The Cartan matrix C of Rrf splits into diagonal blocks Ci , Ci being the 
Cartan matrix for B, . Hence the C, are nonsingular, as C is, and induce 
Cartan C-linear isomorphisms 
pi : Ad&) + A*(&). (1.32) 
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If R is a splitting field for R rf, from [4] we have 1 C 1 = pe and so 1 Ci 1 = PC*, 
as C has integral coefficients. Thus C-i has only powers of p in the denomi- 
nators of its coefficients. 
(1.33) Tensor products in &Z(R p) give a multiplication 
AqBJ x .bqB,) ---f JqB,) 
which induces A(&) @ A(&,) -+ A(&), Ad4 0 Wo) + AdBi), 
A(&) 0 A dBo) -+ A(,)(B,), and A*(B,) @ A*(B,) -+ A*(B,). Thus we 
have C-subalgebras A(B,,) of A(RIf), A*(&) of A*(R f’), and Ati) 
of A&If). But 1~ = 1, and so Ipp, = 1 tv = lrp, = I+ Thus 
1~ = Ir E A(,,(B,), as ‘p is l-1 (1.22). If x E A(B,), then 
I.e., 
@IT) q = xv. (1.34) 
In particular, if x E Ao)(B,), as v is 1-l on the space spanned by projective 
classes, we have 
XIT = x. (1.35) 
(1.36) To calculate the image xv in A*(B) of x in A(B), we can use 
modular characters x. If M E &Y(B), we can consider M in ti(Rrf). For each 
tETtakeafixedg(Ep) in the coset t of ER in E and define MX, = MX,, , 
where MX,, is the usual modular character as in Sec. 82 of [q. A basis element 
t (E T) of B is called a u-element if (t’ E T ) t’o t = t o t’} = C(t) (group 
centralizer oft in T), where t o t’ is the product in B. We need only consider 
xxt (x E A(B)) evaluated on a complete set of nonconjugate p-regular u-ele- 
ments t of B to determine XP, in A*(B). These characters are discussed by 
Osima [IO], Sec. Il. To deal with all the twisted group algebras B which 
arise from G it will be sufficient to take once and for all a fixed isomorphism 
from the group of (mr)th roots of unity of R, to that of C, where 1 G 1 = pfm 
with (m, p) = 1. 
1.4 Categorical Ideals. 
Let $ be an additive category. Following Kelly [9], we define an ideal G%? 
of $ to mean the selection for each pair of objects, A, B in $ of a sub- 
group S(A, B) of fl(A, B) subject to the requirement that if 
A A B -% C 5 D and @ E S(B, C), then a& E .f(A, 0). .%?(A) = .%(A, A) 
is then an ideal of $(A). 
Suppose that every object of $ is the direct sum of a finite number of 
indecomposables and that f(A) is a local ring if A is indecomposable. We 
call an indecomposable direct summand of B a component of B. 
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(1.41) LEMMA. If B and C are indecomposczbZe, a E $(A, B), & and 
Is, E ow, c>, Y E AC> D) and if a und fi2 are nonisomorphisms, then aj3g 
and /31 + & are also nonisomorphisms. (This follows readily from the localness 
of $(A), etc. For example, see the analysis on p. 60 of Jacobson [S].) 
Say A = A, @ *** @ A, is a decomposition of A into components A, , 
with canonical injections ~~ and projections rrk, and similarly for 
A’ = A; @ --* @ Ai, ) 4, , ?r;t . For 0 in $(A, A’) write 0 = .?A$&&~ , 
where B,,t = L&T;~ E $(& , A;,) and 0 = matrix (&.,I). If @ is the matrix 
of v in %(A’, A”), then O@ is the matrix of 0,. 
Define @(A, A’) = (0 E d(A, A’) 1 no 8,,t is an isomorphism}. Lemma 
1.41 shows that this definition does not depend upon the particular decom- 
positions of A and A’ and that W is an ideal off. 
(1.42) LEMMA. W(A) is the Jacobson radical of $(A) for all A in $. 
(Hence W is the radical of / as defined in [9]. The proof of the lemma follows 
readily from the definitions and (1.41) an d is essentially proved on p. 304 of 
[91*> 
For our purposes we take $ = Ao . For D < G there is the restriction 
functor ro, : .& -+ ..Mo , A ++Ao.ForAandBinAo,wehaveal-lmap 
yGD E A&4, B) + .A?&&, B,), B H & . Write sr, for the radical of A” 
and for A and B in do define 
WG~(A, B) = VJ E ~66% B) I 4, E ~D(AD , BD)), 
i.e., we take the set of those 0 in &A, B) which do not induce RD-iso- 
morphisms between components of AD and BD . Woo is an ideal of A” 
contained in the radical .Q?o of do and so WoD(A) C radical of &(A). 
Let AoD = &$?&n denote the quotient category which has the same objects 
as Ao with .&oD(A, B) = &(A, B)/@oD(A, B) and let So0 : Ao- AoD 
be the surjective additive functor. Further, PAD(AD , B,) C &‘,(A, , B,) 
and so PA&l, B) C BoD(A, B). Thus doD(A, B) [AoD(A)] is a finite- 
dimensional vector space over R (finite-dimensional algebra over R). 
(1.43) Suppose Ra is an extension of R. Then a map 0 is an isomorphism 
iff OE, is. Thus if A and B E .M(RG) = Ao , then 
@‘Go@, B)l Em = WG~(AE,, B&J n [ddAy 41 Ea. 
Hence there is an embedding E, : &-/‘(A, B) -+ &oD(AEti, BE,) and a 
functor E, : doD(RG) + &uD(RaG) such that E,$‘oD = SoDEw . 
2. THE RELATIVE FUNCTORS F,, 
2.1. Rings of Endomorphisms ofLa and LG. 
Let L in AD be indecomposable with vertex D and let H = N(D) in G. 
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Write LG = RG &n L for the induced module in &. Let DxiD[HyjD] 
be the different double cosets of G of the form DxD[HyD] with x1 = 1 
[yI = l] and with x1 ,..., x, in H. Using the Mackey decomposition, we have 
lLGh = (YI @LjH @ 1 ((y, @L)DSnH)a (Dwf = y, ~;I>, 
j>l 
=M,OM*, 
say, and we identify MI with La. Also 
fLG>D = M,D @ Wm 
and 
(2.11) 
M,=&@L and M,, = c (@, @ L)D=‘nD)D 
f-l f>U 
Following Green [6], write 
X={D=~DIXEG-HH) and 2)=(DvnHly~G-H}. 
Thus D$Xand 069. 
(2.12) 
Let 3 be a set of subgroups of G and let M E A&- . Write M = O(a) if 
each component of M has its vertex contained to within conjugacy in G in 
some member of 3. Thus M, = O(g) and Mm = O(X). However, the vertex 
of every component of MI and of MID is D itself. 
Let Lo , Q(E A&) (A = 1,2) be the canonical injections and projections 
in (2.11). Thus 5 in &((L”),) may be written 5 = ZA~J&L~~ , where 
Similarly, if 5 E A&o), we can regard it as an element fro= of &((LG),) 
and so it may be written [ = .Zr&,A,~cn~ . However, Lo = (LE)O = M,G, 
and so by the Frobenius isomorphism &(MIG, N) M &(M, , NH), 5 is 
completely determined by fII and &a . 
The embedding Lo : La-+ (LG)tl induces an embedding 
e : &~(LH) = A++(L=, L=) + &(L=,L= 0 Ma) w &(LG), (2.13) 
given by 7) H E, where fI1 = r) and &e = 0. This is a homomorphism of 
rings (with the identity going to the identity). Hence idempotents in &(LE) 
are mapped into idempotents but primitivity may be lost. 
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(2.14) PROPOSITION. We have the following commutative diagram of ring 
homomorphisms : 
Proof. Take 5 in ~&Pl, @ Ma) = J&((L~)~) with components (5ir , 
5,s , t2r , {,a). The components of M,, have vertex D and Man = O(X) and 
so there is no RD-isomorphism between components of M,, and M2D 
induced by &Y~~ and &rHD . Hence {&?~D = 0 and &!3HD = 0 and [S,O 
has components (&S#, &&‘HD). Th is establishes the decomposition 
&lHD((LG)& = JIHD(LH) @ &=D(M.J; let u be the projection on the sum- 
mand J@)(L”>. 
Now 
Hence 9?GD(LG) rGH C @H~((L~>H) and so 9?$‘(LG) rGHSHD = 0. Thus 
rGHSHD factorizes through .,HGD(LG) and this defines I,L 
so we have commutativity. 
Note. As S,o : J&(LE) + dHD(LH) is onto, so are I&U and 
CJ = SGD+~ = rotrS,Dw : J&(LG) + dHD(La). In an unpublished paper, 
J. A. Green has a homomorphism equivalent to u obtained by a diierent 
approach; moreover, he has complete information about its kernel. 
2.2. Green’s Transfe-r Theorem 
We continue the notation of the previous section. 
(2.21) PROPOSITION. A component M of LG has vertex D 13 the projection 
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etldomorphism f in Ao(LG) which carries LG onto M has a nonxero image in 
AHD(LH) under (T. 
Proof. Say &J # 0. Thus fIIS,D # 0 and so furHD induces an isomor- 
phism of some conjugate xi @L. As [rl E M H , f IIrHD induces an isomorphism 
of L onto some xi, @IL. Say p is the projection (LG)D + xi, @L. Then 
(&I 1 L) : L --j xi, @L is an isomorphism and so L appears as a component 
of MD . Hence the vertex of M is D. 
Say &T = 0. Then tIIS, D = 0 and so in the decomposition 
(LG)~ = ~(@i OL)D~FlnD)D, SYGD maps all components, which are isomorphic 
to conjugates of L, nonisomorphically into MD . Hence no conjugate of L 
appears as a component of MD and SO MD = O(X), i.e., the vertex of M is 
not D. 
From Fitting [.5l or Reiner [II] we know that an RG-module N decomposes 
just as “‘&o(N) d oes into left ideals, the idempotent generator of an ideal 
being the projection endomorphism on the corresponding component of N, 
the correspondence preserves isomorphisms. 
Thus LH decomposes just as ,kcH(LH) does or as does its quotient AHD(La) 
(by the ideal .%?&LH) which is contained in the radical of AH(LH)). But the 
decomposition of the identity of AHD(LH) as a sum of primitive idempotents 
can be raised to the sum of orthogonal idempotents in &o(LG) which do not 
map to 0 under u, as u is onto. Thus by (2.21), u induces a 1-l correspondence 
between components V of L* (which must have vertex D) and components U 
of Lo of vertex D. Write I, for the idempotent corresponding to V, etc. 
(2.22) LEMMA. I,6 = I$ and VG = U + O(X) with U of vertex D, 
when U and V correspond as above. 
Proof. That Iye = I& follows from the definitions. But $oe = IySHD 
is primitive and so VG has only one component U of vertex D. Applying YGD 
we see that the remainder of VG must be O(X). 
(2.23) LEMMA. If U is a component of LG, then I,YHG = IuH . UH = O(g) 
if the vertex of U is not D or U, = V + O(a) if U has vertex D, where V is 
indecomposable with vertex D and U and V correspond as above. 
Proof. That Ir,rcH = uH I is immediate. Say the vertex of U is not D. 
Then I’UYG$~~~ E AHD(M,), as Iuu = 0. Hence U, is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of M, and so U, = O(g). 
Say the vertex of U is D. Then IUYG~!~H~ = Iuu + J, where I,u is a primi- 
tive idempotent in AHD(LH), corresponding to the RH-module V of vertex D, 
and J is an idempotent in AHD(M,), corresponding to a direct summand of 
M, , which must be O(9). Thus U, = V + O($l) with V of vertex D. 
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Considering all possible sources L of vertex D, we have a l-1 correspond- 
ence between indecomposable RH-module classes of vertex D and indecom- 
posable RG-module classes of vertex D. 
(2.24) LEMMA. Let {U} be an indecomposable RG-module class of vertex D 
and let {V} be an indecomposable RH-module class of vertex D. Either of the 
following conditions is sz@cient (and necessary) for {U} and (V} to correspond 
in the above correspondence: 
(i) V is isomorphic to a component of U, ,01 
(ii) U is isomorphic to a component of Vo. 
Proof. Given (i), U, has only one component of vertex D and so this 
must be isomorphic to V. The source of U can be any component of Uo 
of vertex D and the source of V can be any component of V, of vertex D. 
Hence U and V have the same source (to within equivalence). 
Given (ii), VG has only one component of vertex D and so this must be 
isomorphic to U. As in (i), U and V must have the same source. 
This last lemma together with the preceding analysis corresponds to 
Theorem 2 of Green [6]. The above theory can be enlarged to include inde- 
composable modules whose vertex lies in his set %. 
(2.25) Write A,(RG) [Ab(RG)] for the ideal of A(RG) spanned by the 
indecomposable module classes whose vertex is [properly] contained in D 
and write WD(RG) = Ab(RG)/A,(RG). Green’s Theorem 1 [6J gives us 
the C-algebra isomorphism W,(RH) M UI’,(RG) induced by the above 
correspondence. 
2.3. AHD(LE), Ag(RH) and W$(RG). 
Let D be any normal subgroup of H and let L in AD be absolutely inde- 
composable (R must be large enough). Let S be the stabiliser of L in H, 
i.e., S = {x E H 1 x @L m L}. Say x,D ,..., x,D [x,D ,..., xQD] are the COMS 
ofDinS[DinH]withx,=l.Now 
w’@,f(LH) = .d?,@, LH) 6% .&,(L, (Ln),) = f A&, x, @L) 
f-1 
and so we can speak of the components ([r ,..., &J (& E yIy,(L, xi @L)) of 4 
in .-&(L”). & E 9D(L, xi @L) iff the corresponding [ with components 
(O,..., 0, ri ,-**, 0) lies in 9?#(L=). Moreover SD(L, xi @L) = -&(L, xi @L), 
if xi $ S. Hence 
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For each i = l,..., s take a fixed isomorphism & in J&(L, xi @L) and 
write yi for the element of &(Ls) with components (0 ,..., 0, fa , 0 ,.,., 0). Any 
element cd in .&.(L, xi @L) (i = l,..., s) may be uniquely written in the 
form & = 0Ji with Bi in &&j(L). For B in &, , J& or J& , write 8 for its 
image in ADD, AsD or dHD, respectively. Thus 5 = CtI giyi, where 
8$ E ADD(L) (M ./&(L)/radical (u&(L)), which we take as identified with R), 
the yi being a basis for .JfsD(Ls) (or .JHD(La)) over R. Say xix, E x,D. Then 
(yiy3 1 L) : L + x8 @L is an isomorphism and so may be written B& , 8ij 
being an automorphism of L. Hence yiyj = Bijjjk with Bij f 0 and so 
&p(L=) (!a Jp(LS)) is a twisted group algebra BL on S/D over R with 
factor set (gi,). As BL is a quotient of &&La) by an ideal SHD(LE) contained 
in the radical of di”(L=), there is an isomorphism preserving correspondence 
from left-ideal components of BL to left-ideal components of d&(LH) and so 
to components of LH. BL is the twisted group algebra mentioned in [Zs], [II], 
and [2], giving the break-up of the induced module La. 
(2.31) Passing to module classes, we have a C-linear isomorphism FHL 
from the C-subspace A(La) of A(RH) spanned by the classes of components 
of LE to A&B,); using ‘p = pL : A(B,) --f A*(B,), we obtain a C-linear 
isomorphism F& = FHppL : A(LR) -+ A*(BJ which we call the Cartan 
isomorphism. FBL and F& behave well with respect to extension of R to Rk. 
(2.32) Suppose R = R, and that L runs through a complete set of 
indecomposable nonconjugate RD-modules. Write FHD = @ FHL , 
q = vD = @ pL , FzD = FHDvD = @F& and Ag(RH) = @ A*(BL). Then 
F& : AD(RH) * Ag(RH) is a C-linear isomorphism (Cartan isomorphism), 
as AD(RH) = @ A(LH). 
(2.33) More generally, let L in &, be absolutely indecomposable with 
vertex D and let H = N(D) in G. By sec. 2.2 (transfer), there is a l-l corres- 
pondence between components of LG of vertex D and components of LH. 
This is given by the restriction functor I cH where only those components of 
LGr, = (LG), of vertex D (in H) are taken. Thus we have a C-linear iso- 
morphism FGL = rGRFHL[F& = FGLqL] from the C-subspcae A(LG) of 
A(RG) spanned by the classes of components of LG of vertex D (i.e., subspace 
spanned by indecomposable classes of source L) to AcI)(BL) [to A*(B,)]. 
F&:A(LC)-+A*(B )’ g L IS a ain called the Cartan isomorphism. 
(2.34) Suppose R = R, and L runs through a complete set of non- 
conjugate RD-modules of vertex D (i.e., all inequivalent RD-sources of 
RG-modules). Write FD = @ Far., Fz = FDc~D = @ F& , and 
W,*(RG) = @ A*(BL). We have a C-linear isomorphism 
F$ : WD(RG) -+ Wg(RG) 
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which we call the Cartan isomorphism (given by the direct sum of Cartan 
matrices). 
2.4. FGL , F& , PL and Relative Characters. 
Let D be any subgroup of G with H = N(D) and let L in do be absolutely 
indecomposable. 
If A and B E &‘[A and B E AHD], then composition of homomorphisms 
enables us to consider dH(A, B) [J1’D(A, B)] as a left M’(A)-module 
[left dHD(A)-module]. The functors dH(A, -) : d;l-&(&(A)) and 
.&Q’(A, -) : AHD --+ &(AHD(A)) (given by B H 4&(A, B), etc.) are 
additive and SHD&lBD(A, -) = kf’(A, -) SHD. 
If A = LH, then AHD(LH) = BL and we write 
given by B H AHD(LE, B). Put F,, L- rCXFHL and then both FHL and FGL 
are additive functors and so preserve direct sum decompositions. Thus 
FHL[FGL] induces a C-linear map of A(RH) [of A(RG)] to A(B,). This we 
can combine with ~~ : A(B,) -+ A*(B,) to obtain 
F;L = FHLVL’L[F& = Fad 
These maps and functors behave well with respect to the extension of R 
to R, . If x E A(RG), then xFcL E A(B,). To determine the image of xFcL 
under vL in A*(B,) we can use the modular characters xLt defined in (1.36). 
The induced C-linear maps xLt : A(RG) -+ C are the modular characters 
relative to L. 
(2.41) If M is a component of LR, then &lHD(LR, M) is isomorphic 
to the corresponding ideal direct summand of BL . Thus the FHL[F&j here 
defined coincides on A(LE) with the FHL[FzJ defined in (2.31). We can 
combine the general F& with the inverse F&’ : A*(B,) + A(L*) of the 
Cartan isomorphism of (2.31), to obtain the projection PHL : A(RH) + A(LR). 
Clearly, F& = PHLF& . 
In particular, ifL = 1, , then BL = &H/D). Further, if M E AHID (C .M,), 
i.e. M is a D-trivial RH-module, then MF,, w ii!f = M/PM and XLt 
are the usual modular characters of M regarded as a R(H/D)-module. 
If A(R(H/D)) is regarded as embedded in A(RH), the restriction 
F 
HID : WWD)) -+ 4&H/D)) 
is the C-algebra homomorphism dis- 
cussed in 1.2. Thus FEID induces a C-algebra isomorphism 
Af,)(R(H/D) + Ao,(R(H/D)) and so the idempotent generator JB,D of 
A,,)(R(H/D)) goes into that IR,D of At,,(R(H/D)), i.e., 
JH,L&, = IHlD . (2.42) 
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(2.43) Let R = R, and let L run through a complete set of nonconjugate 
indecomposable RD-modules. Form 
F;, = @F& : A(RH) -+ A;(RH) = @ A*(&) 
and 
PaD = @ PHL : A(RH) + A,(RH) = @ A(LH). 
F& induces a C-linear Cartan isomorphism A,(RH) --t Ai( as seen in 
2.3 and so the xL1 separate the elements of A,(RH). PHD is a C-linear pro- 
jection and P&i’&, = F& . 
Suppose further that L has vertex D. Then we have 
(2.44) LEMMA. Suppose M in &G is indecomposable with vertex W and 
suppose that W does not contain D (to within conjugacy in G). Then MFGL = 0. 
Proof. Suppose N in J$ is a source of M. By the Mackey decomposition, 
MO is isomorphic to a direct summand of (NG)o = Z((x @ N),,+,$’ and 
so MD has no component of vertex D. Now MFGL = MgFHL = AHD(LE, Ma). 
As all components of (L”)o have vertex D, JZ”((L~)D , MD) = 9Z&(LR)D, MD) 
and so AHD(LH, M,) = 0. 
(2.45) Let U be a component of LG of vertex D and so by (2.23) we have 
U, = V + O(g), with V isomorphic to a component of LE. Thus 
~FGL = V-F,,, by Lemma (2.44) (applied with G = H), and so FG,[F,$J 
coincides on A(LG) with the FGL[F&] defined in (2.33). Again from Lemma 
(2.44), AL(RG) FGL = 0 and SO FGL and FzL can be defined on WD(RG) as 
in (2.34). We can combine FzL : A(RG) + A*@,) with the inverse 
F,$i’ : A*(B,) -+ A(LG) of the Cartan isomorphism of (2.33) to obtain the 
C-linear projection PGL : A(RG) + A(LG). Then PGLF& = FzL . 
(2.46) If R = R, , we can let L run through a complete set of non- 
equivalent RD-sources and define 
,A@@ = 0 A(L’l, 
and 
F; = @FzL : A(RG) + W;r(RG) = @ A*@,), 
PD = @ PGL : A(RG) + ,A(RG). 
Ah(RG) F$ = 0 and Fi induces the C-linear Cartan isomorphism 
WD(RG) + W;S(RG) of (2.34); h ence the xLt separate elements of WD(RG). 
The PO are C-linear projections and Pfl$ = F$ . 
If A4 in do is indecomposable, from Lemma (2.44) we see that the largest 
D, such that MF$ f 0, is the vertex of M. Then the only RD-source L such 
that MFGL f 0 is the source of M. 
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(2.47) If MD has no components isomorphic to L, then MFGL = MF& = 0. 
Hence there are only a finite number of L’s for which MFG, f 0 and 
MF& f 0. Similarly, if x E JRG), there are only a finite number of abso- 
lutely indecomposable RD-module sources L with xFGL f 0 and xF& # 0. 
These can be written in a finite extension R* of R, , as can x itself. Hence all 
calculations can be made in a finite extension R, of R0 and here A, is necess- 
arily complete. 
2.5. Explicit Calculation of FcL and FtrL . 
As the operation of the restriction functor is clear, to calculate 
F,, = rcRFRL we need really to look at FHL . 
Let D be any normal subgroup of H, let L in &” be absolutely indecom- 
posable and let M E &&. Then .-k&L=, M) w A&(L, MO). We 
show that this induces AHD(LR, M) w ADD(L) MD), i.e. we show 
9$#(LH, M) M gD(L, MD). Clearly an element of gED(LE, M) gives an 
element of SD(L, MD). Say 6 in 9D(L, MD) induces an isomorphism between 
the component x @L of (LH)D and a component L, of MD . But xv1 @ M w M 
and so x-l @ MD w MD. Thus x-l @L, (w L) is a component in a second 
decomposition x-l @ MD Of MD and 0 induces an isomorphism L -+ x-l @I&. 
This is a contradiction as 9fD(L, MD) does not depend upon the particular 
decomposition of MD . Hence 8 gives an element of 9ZHD(La, M). 
(2.51) SayikfD=L1@~~~@Lt@Ns=Nl@N,,whereLL%LandNs 
has no component isomorphic to L. Choose a basis for L over R and let 
h : d H X(d) (d E D) be th e re p resentation so afforded by L. Choose a basis 
of M to respect the decomposition (2.51) and such that if M affords p and 
Ns affords Y, then ,u(d) = diag (A(d);** ft) *em, h(d), v(d)) (d E 0). Write 
v,(h) = (,d”(h)) (h E H) (j, k = 1, a**, t), where @k(h) is that part of p(h) with 
rows corresponding to U and columns to Lk. 
If (4) is the basis of L, take xi @ lj as the basis of xi @L. Keeping the nota- 
tion of 2.3, write Ti : L + Xi @L for the linear transformation (operating 
on the left) corresponding to the RD-isomorphism 52 : L -+ xi @IL, i.e. 
Ti : I H xi @ Ti(l). Then 
TiX(d) = h(XTl dxi) Ti (d E D) (i < 4, (2.52) 
and any nonsingular Ti satisfying (2.52) can be used to define a suitable ti . 
Say x,x, = x$ and consider (Z)JJ~JJ, (E EL). Thus 
Thus there exists a unique automorphism 0,, of L (we denote its matrix also 
by Q) such that X(d) TjT, = T&I . Thus the factor system of BL is (8,,), 
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where e,, is the common value of the eigenvalues of the matrix eii considered 
modulo P, i.e. y&j = Bijyk . We can proceed to normalize BL by altering the 
Ti by a multiple in R. 
Now .A$$,, Ni) = ZA’n(L, LL) (C A%&, MD) w J&(L”, M)) and so we 
can write the arbitrary element 7 E A&(L, A$) in terms of components 
(?l,..., qt) with + in .&‘j,(L, Lk). Chooses standard isomorphisms fk : L ---f Lk 
and so 7” = I?.$” for uniquely determined 0” in d&(L). Put yk for the element 
of d&(LH, M) with components (0 ,..., 0, tk, 0 ,..., 0,O). Use “J’ to denote 
the result of applying San, Ssn, or SDD. Then the yk form a basis of 
d&=(L=, M) (m JqDD(L, MD) w AfDD(L, IQ). 
If 1 EL, then 
(OY~Y~ = (xi 0 T&N Y’ = &i) (TiV> yk) (i 4 s, k < t). 
The projection of this element on the component Lj of Mn is pLlk(%;) 3:(Z). 
From p(xi) p(d) = &xi &;l) p(xJ we have #“(xi) X(d) = A(x$ do;‘) #“(zJ 
and so, from (2.52), $*(xJ Ti E MD(L). Hence the representation of B, , 
afforded by MF,, with respect to the basis jjk, is given by 
Yi - WY4 TJ (j, h = l,..., t). (2.53) 
The relative modular characters xLYi can be calculated from the eigen- 
values of this matrix. 
3. PROJECTION OPERATORS GIVING RELATIVE COMPONENTS 
3.1. Multiplicative Properties of FHL . 
Suppose D is any normal subgroup of H and suppose L in MD is absolutely 
indecomposable. Then dHD(La) = BL is a twisted group algebra on the 
group T = S/D G HID. Put B, = i?T; also we have B,, = &H/D). The 
restriction functor r = r,[D.r : A’(B,J -+ &(B,) induces the C-algebra 
homomorphisms: 
and 
W,,) - 4&J, A *(BI,) - A *W, 
&)(BI,) + 4dBo). 
Then I commutes with the maps v onto the Grothendieck algebras and beha- 
ves well under extension of R to R= . lRIDr = lr and so 
IHIDrp = IHIDvr = lEjDyr = lHjDry = lfl = I+ 
Thus I H,D~ = IT as p is l-1 on the C-space spanned by the projective classes. 
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Using T followed by the multiplication .M(B,) x J(B,) -+ JBL), 
defined in (1.33), we obtain a multiplication .A(B,) x ~%(Brs) -+ A(BL) 
which induces 
and which is such that ‘p is a homomorphism with respect to this multiplica- 
tion. The multiplication behaves well under extension of R to R, . 
From (1.34) we have immediately that if x E A@,), then 
WHlD) 7 = xcp (9, = TJL)* (3.11) 
(3.12) In particular, if x E A@,), from (1.35) we have xIH,n = x. 
(3.13) PROPOSITION. LetME~~mtd’ME~~,,(C~~)sothatMO’M 
is &fbaed in AH. Then (M @ ‘M)FHL M MF,, @ ‘MFHID. 
Proof. We calculate (M @ ‘M) FHL . Suppose MD = Nl @ N, , as in 
(2.51), with Nr = L1 @ **a @Lt, where L” = L. Now ‘MD M lo @ -** @ ID 
and so, if we write “M = M @ ‘M, the corresponding decomposition of 
“MD is “MD = (Nl @ ‘MD) @ (N, @ ‘MD), = ‘N, @ ‘N, , say. Write 
p, ‘A “p, y1 , Iv1 for the representations corresponding to M, ‘M, “M, Nl , IN, 
respectively, following 2.5. Then for h in H we have 
‘44 = W”(h) 0 ‘tL(W (Kronecker product) (j, h = l,..., t), 
i.e. 
= (/2*(h) ‘pzm(h)), 
where pfk(h) are block matrices and ‘pzm(h) are the scalar coefficients of ‘p(h). 
By (2.53) the matrix representing jJi in “MF,L is 
W*(xs) ‘~L~‘%Q) Ti) = tag* Tt ‘r-c’“(xi))> 
which is the matrix representing ji in the product MF,, @ ‘MFHID . 
(3.14) COROLLARY. If x EA(~) ad y EA(R(H/D)) (CA(RH)), then 
~Y)&IL = WI-IL)(YFR~~)~ 
(3.15) PROPOSITION. If JHID is the idenzp&mt generator of 
A dWV’N (C A&W C 4W) and x E em 
then (xJ& F& = xF& . 
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Pmf. 
(xhfID)FEIL = (~FHL) (h,~&n,,) (by (3.14h 
= (xFHL)~HID (by (2.42h 
where IHID is the idempotent generator of Au,(R(H/D)). Applying p = ‘pL 
we have 
i.e, 
(xhD)F:L = ((x~ZIL)hUD)'p> 
= @FHL) p (by (3.11)), = xFzL. 
(3.16) PROPOSITION. If x E A(P), then xJH,D = x. 
Proof. As in the proof of (3.19, we have 
(~JEID)&L = (xFm) IHID , = XFHL (by (3.12)). 
The result now follows as FHL : A(P) + A&?L) is an isomorphism by 
(2.31). 
(3.17) Tmmm (4 JEID is m identity fw &#H) and so AD(m) 
is an ideal direct sumnaand of A(RH) generated by Ja/D . 
(b) For x in A(RH), its projection XJH,D in AD(RH) is given by 
x JRID = xE,P,~~~, where E, is the embedding A(RH) + A(R,H). 
Proof. (a) By (1.27) and (3.16), JR/DE- is an identity for AD(R,H). 
But AD(RH) Em C AD(R,H) and SO JalD is an identity for AD(RH). 
(b) Let R, be any extension of R. By (1.27) the idempotent Ja,D does 
not alter upon extension E, . Hence the ideal AD(RH) generated by JHlD 
satisfies: AD(RH) E, = AD(R,$l) A (A(RH) E,). 
Thus we may suppose that R = R, and it remains to show that 
xJH,D = xP~D. NOW 
(xJH,D)F$D = xF;E,(b (3.15)) = W'HD)%D (by (2.43)). 
As in (2.43), Fg, is an isomorphism on AD(RH) and so the result follows. 
(3.18) As remarked in (2.47), the calculation of xJ~,D = xE,PH&’ 
can be carried out in a finite extension Ra of & . 
Let D be any subgroup of G and let 0 + x’ -+ X + X” --+ 0 be any exact 
sequence in & , which splits in AD under roD, i.e. 0 --t Xg + XD + Xi -t 0 
splits.If MsJZ~, thenO+X’@M+X@M+X”@M+O isexact 
and splits in AD also. Thus the C-subspace of A(RG) 
AD(RG) = {P-l - W> - ix”>>, 
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generated by elements {X) - {X’} - {X”} formed from such sequences, 
forms an ideal of A(RG). 0 ne could consider the relative Grothendieck 
algebras A(RG)/AD(RG) and these would not be as big as the representation 
algebras (D = G). A(i)(BG) defined in this way coincides with the ideal 
A(i)(BG) considered in 1.2 and A(RG)/A(l)(BG) is the usual Grothendieck 
algebra. However the ideal Ao)(RG) h ere defined is, in general, smaller than 
the corresponding ideal A(l)(RG) considered in 1.2; for instance, consider 
the example in (1.29). 
(3.19) PROPOSITION. A(aH) = A&?H) @ AD(RH), when D is normal 
in H. 
Proof. Say 0 + X’ + X 4 X” + 0 is exact in J?(liH) and splits in 
d(RD). Let M be a projective &H/D)-module; then M, considered as a 
RH-module, is relatively D-projective. Now 
O+-X’@M+X@M+X”@M+O 
is exact and splits in Ji’(aD). But X” @ M is also relatively D-projective 
and so this sequence splits in d(f7H). Thus AD(RH) * A((lr,)H) = 0. Thus 
AD(RH) * I,,D = 0, where IH,o is the idempotent generator of A&a(H/D)) 
and so of A&?H). Thus AD(RH) * AD(RH) = AD(I?H) n A,(RH) == 0. 
On the other hand we have 
II3 = bf,D = IH,D + (IHID - IH,D)t 
with IHID generating AD(RH) and 1,/D - IHID is an idempotent in 
A(l)(R(H/D)), as in (1.26). Clearly, A(l)(l?(H/D)) C A”(aH) and so the 
required decomposition follows with AD(I?H) generated by lHIr, - IH,D _ 
Proposition (3.19) is essentially a generalization of Lemma 1 of [3]. If 
the direct complement of A,(RH) could be identified directly (as in (3.19) 
when R = li), the whole treatment could be greatly simplified. 
Proposition (3.19) also shows that the relative Grothendieck algebra 
4RH)/AD(~) is isomorphic to the ideal direct summand A,(RH). 
3.2. A(RG) w @ WD(RG). 
(3.21) THEOREM. (a) For any subgroup D of G, AD(RG) is an ideal 
direct summand of A(RG). 
(b) There is an ideal direct summand Aa contained in A,(RG) 
and A,(RG) = AX(RG) @ Ab(RG) = @D’ ALI( where @ runs through 
a complete set of nonconjugate (in G) p-subgroups D’ of D. Also 
AL(RG) w WD(RG) w WD(R(N(D))). 
(c) If D = G, we hawe A(RG) = QjD, A,,(RG) w QD, WJRG), 
where @ runs through a complete set a of nonconjugate p-subgroups D’ of G. 
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Proof. We follow the argument of Theorem 2 of [3] and prove (b) by 
induction on the order of D. (a) and (c) then follow. Proposition (1.26) 
provides a start to the induction when 1 D 1 = 1, with Jo (= Kr = L,) 
generating A (,,(RG). 
(3.22) If D is a normal subgroup of G, write K. = JoID for the idem- 
potent generator of A,(RG) as in (3.17). If D E 3, let H = N(D) and then 
J H,D E Ll((lD)H) and is the identity of WD(RH), when we pass to the quotient 
of A,(RH) by AA( By the transfer theorem (2.25) we can find a unique 
element K. in A((Io)G) which gives the identity of Wo(RG) when we pass 
to the quotient of A,(RG) by Ah(RG). Then JNID does not alter upon field 
extension, nor does K. . 
By induction we have AL(RG) = Go* AL(RG), where @ runs through 
those D’ E D, contained properly in D (to within conjugacy in G). Ab(RG) 
is generated by the idempotent Lb = .ZLD, , where L,, generates AL,(RG). 
If D is not a p-subgroup, W,(RG) = 0 and so 
A,(RG) = Ab(RG) = en* A;;,(RG) 
and the induction proceeds immediately. If D is a p-subgroup, then 
LD = K. - K&, is an idempotent, orthogonal to LI, , and generating an 
ideal direct summand A>(RG) contained in A,(RG). As K. is an identity 
for A,(RG) modulo Ab(RG), we have A,(RG) = A&(RG) 0 Ab(RG) and 
the induction proceeds. 
By construction, the L, (D E 3) do not alter upon extension of R to Ra . 
Thus A&(RG) I& = A&(RuG) n (A(RG) E,). Thus modules cannot become 
more projective (smaller vertices) upon extension of R. 
K. is readily obtainable when D is nomral in G. Hence Lo (D E D) is 
readily obtainable if D has a unique maximal normal p-subgroup D’, for then 
LI, = K,,? . 
Ak(RG) cw W,(RG) = A,(RG)/Ab(RG) (D E Y-D) has a natural basis 
coming from indecomposable module classes (M} of vertex precisely D. 
The actual expression {M} LD as a linear combination of module classes in 
A(RG) is more difficult to find, although {M}L, = {M} modulo Ah(RG). 
Given x in A(RG), we call its projection XL, on Ak(RG) the component of x 
relative to D. We now look to the evaluation of xLD . 
3.3. Projective Properties of F$ and PO . 
(3.31) PROPOSITION. Let L be an absolutely indecomposable RD-source 
of modules in 4, . 
(a) If MandNEAo and N is indecomposable with source lD , then 
(M 0 N)FGL w MFGL @ NF,lD - Thus if x E A(RG) and y E A((l.)G), 
then (XYIFGL = (xFGL)(YFGIJ- 
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(b) If K. andL, are as in (3.22) and if x E A(RG), then 
(XL,) F&. = (xKD) F& = xF& = xPG,F& , 
Proof. (a) NIi = NI + O(g) by (2.23), where NI is indecomposable 
in &* of source lo and where H = N(D). Now D $9 and so by Lemma 
(2.44) (applied with G = H) we have 
(MON)FGL=(MHONH)FHL =(MHONJFHL, 
= MHFHL ON,F,, (by (3.13)). 
The result now follows as NFGID = W& = W&. 
(b) Lo s Kn modulo Ab(RG) and so xLo ES xKn modulo Ah(AG). 
From (2.44) we have (xLD) FaL = (xKD) FGL and SO (xLB) FzL = (xKD)F& . 
Also KDtaH =I JHID + O(2)) and so from (2.44) (applied with G = H) we 
have that K$&, = JH,,,F&, = lRIr$‘LD. From (a) we have 
@KD)FZL = (&L) VW&,) = ( Xh&%(b,~&&) = (@Cd ~R,D%L 
= xFgL = (xPaL) F& (by (2.45)). 
(3.32) PROPOSITION. If x E A(RG), its projection y on the subspace Ag(LG) 
of AL(RG), corresponding to module classes of R&source L, is entkeZy deter- 
mined by xFzL or equivalently by xPGL or the values xx,, of the moaklar charac- 
ters relative to L. Further y E xP~L module Ab(RG). 
Proof. The equivalence of xFzL , xPGL, or the XX,, is immediate from 
their definitions. 
XL, is the projection of x on AL(RG) and xPGL its projection on A(LG). 
* Now (xpGL)LGL - - xF& = (XL,) F& (by (3.31)) = yFzL as FzL is zero on 
Ak(RG) and upon indecomposable module classes of vertex D but with 
sources #L. On the other hand, FaL : A(La) + A*@,) is a Cartan isomor- 
phism (2.33) and so xPGL = y module Ab(RG) and both are determined 
by the value of xFzL . 
To calculate the projection XL, we use correction formulas on the pro- 
jection operators PD . However, it is convenient to handle all D’s of a given 
order simultaneously. Let D be a complete set of nonconjugate p-subgroups 
of G and suppose 1 G 1 = m#, (nt, p) = 1. For each R = 0, l,..., f we write: 
A* = A,(RG) = C A,(RG) = 0 A%RG) 
3, 
(0 over D in u 91) , 
f<k 
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A;, = A;(RG) = C Ab(RG) = 0 Ai 
=k 
(0 over D in u D,) , 
t<k 
W, = W,(RG) = 2 w 0 WdRW (0 over P,), and 
k 
A; = A;(RG) = @ A;(RG) w @ W,(RG) (0 over QJ; 
thus A, =&@A;. 
Take R = R, and let &l = gI(RG) denote the C-subspace @ A(LG) 
of A(RG), where @ runs through all RD-sources L and D E Dk. Put 
Pk = @ PL for the projection operator Pn : A(RG) + rA. Thus PkB = Pk 
and Pk gives a C-linear isomorphism Pk : A; + J, by (3.32). 
(3.33) From (3.32), x and y in A(RG) have the same projection in A; 
iff xPi = yPd . Hence x has no component in Aj’ iff xPc = 0. Also, x E A; iff 
xP, = 0 for all I # i. Thus if x E At and j > i, then xP, = 0 and, in parti- 
cular, PiPj = 0 for j > i. 
(3.34) PROPOSITION. TaRe x E A(RG) and 0 < k <f and write 
x&-1)i c 
( 
X6&~ **- pt, > 
i=o k>j,>...>f,>,O ) 
the term with i = 0 being interpreted as xPk . Then xkP, = 0 if k # 1 and 
XkPk = XP, . Hence x = Zx, is the decomposition f x in A(RG) = @ A; . 
Proof. If 12 k, there is only one possible term which does not vanish 
in xkp, and this is for k = 1, i = 0 and gives xkPk = xP~ . 
If I< k, the only part of x3, which does not vanish immediately is 
[ .( q- l)i c XWf~ *-a P,( P, k>fl>...>f,>l )I 
P, acts identically in the second term and turns the first into minus times the 
second and so the sum vanishes. That x = L’x, is the required decomposition 
follows now from (3.33). 
As in (3.18) and (2.47), the calculation of x, can be carried out in a finite 
extension R, of R, and so with R= complete. The calculations necessarily 
pass through the Grothendieck algebras A*@,) and so invoke the relative 
charcters xLI . These ~~~ necessarily separate the elements of A(RG). 
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3.4. Remarks 
(3.41) All discussion made under the hypothesis that D is any normal 
subgroup of H is independent of the characteristic p of R and so is valid for 
p = 0; thus most of 2.3 remains true forp = 0. However, ifp = 0 orp r 1 G /, 
all modules are projective with source lo , Cartan matrices are equal to the 
identity matrix, and A,(RG) = A(RG) M A(RG) = A,(Z?G) for all D < G. 
In this case also, the analysis of 2.3 is essentially that of Clifford (Sec. 49 
of PI)- 
(3.42) When A = A, a field of characteristic p > 0, we could perform 
the same analysis for modules in J?(B) (instead of ,/%‘(RG)), where B is a 
twisted group algebra on a group T, over 8. Everything - vertices, sources, 
transfer and block theory-would go through as in [2], provided one did 
not try to use multiplicative properties. To define the tensor product of 
modules we must resort to the representation group p and work in the 
category .LZ(i? T), as we did in 1.3. However, now the whole theory could be 
explained directly in JZ(R p) = IU(BJ and then projected into the category 
JW = -4%) by means of the central idempotent jr ( 1.13) of m where %R 
is the multiplier. For instance, if M = jJl4 is indecomposable in &!(h!~) 
with vertex D (< p) and source L in .A(RD) (coming from the direct factor 
category A(B)), then jr &,L is the source of vertex DYJ@X (< T) in B. 
(3.43) The initial set-up, starting with a field Kc, , complete with respect 
to a discrete valuation +, , is motivated from the case where R, is the com- 
pleted P-adics. More generally, we could start from a background local ring 
R, such that i?, is algebraically-closed of characteristic p > 0 and such that 
dZ(R,G) (M) is a local ring whenever iki’ is indecomposable. We could then 
consider d(RG), where R < R, , provided d’(RG) (M) is a local ring 
whenever M is indecomposable and the extension homomorphism 
E, : A(RG) -+ A(R,G) is an embedding. 
(3.44) Instead of our representation spaces being considered over the 
complex numbers C, the subring {a/b 1 b = p”} of the rationals would suffice 
as denominators occurring in idempotents coming from Cartan matrices 
which have determinant pz. As only a finite number of representation groups 
could arise, one could also bound the denominators. 
(3.45) We can consider the subspace Al of A(RG) spanned by the module 
classes of components of (lH)G for all subgroups H < G. By the Mackey 
decomposition (44.3 in [q), Al is a C-subalgebra of A(RG) and the source 
of any indecomposable module class in Al is the trivial representation of its 
vertex. All the permutational representations on the cosets of a group H < G 
give contributions to Al and, in particular, the projective module classes 
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(H = 1) are included. Al contains the generating idempotents L, of the ideal 
direct summands AL(RG) (D E 3) and these give rise to the structure 
Al M G& A(,)(R(iV(D)/D)). Thus Al is a finite-dimensional semisimple 
C-algebra. A(RG) can be considered as an Al-module and the induced 
module decomposition of A(RG) is precisely A(R) = @a Ai( If L 
is an absolutely indecomposable RD-source, x E Al and y E A(RG), then 
@W'GL = WLJWGL). Ph is is a generalization of (3.31) (a).) And 
A(BID) = A(I?(N(D)/D)); thus the FGL respect the Al-module structure of 
A(RG). As t runs through a complete set of nonconjugate p-regular elements 
of N(D)/D and D E D, the characters xIDt : Al + C are C-algebra homo- 
morphisms and separate the elements of Al. They provide the direct decom- 
position of Al as a finite C-algebra sum of copies of C. 
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